


            You who want to take life so seriously that you feel it

           wrong to give yourself up to joyousness, even for a few

           moments, in the land of fancy. You who think life has

           naught to do with innocent laughter that can harm no one,

      these stories are not for you.

            However, if you have time, a keen interest in adventure, and a

        love of good stories, why then, read on!
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       This is the story of Robin of Locksley,
      forever to be known as Robin Hood .

             In merry England, in the time of old when King Henry ruled the

           land, there lived in Sherwood Forest a famous outlaw whose name

             was Robin Hood. Robin was one of a band of merry men that

         included Will Scarlet, Alan-a-Dale, Friar Tuck, and perhaps most

        memorably, Little John, of whom you’ll soon learn.

             No outlaw ever lived with such skill and cunning as Robin, and the

           band of merry men joyfully and loyally followed him into many

          exciting adventures. It all started, however, quite innocently on a

    journey through the English countryside.
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               On the way from his home in Locksley to the city of Nottingham, a young

               Robin came upon a gathering of men who thought him nothing more than a boy.

              These men teased Robin for thinking himself capable of shooting his bow as a

                man. The teasing led to a wager and the wager led Robin to quickly and expertly

              (but perhaps thoughtlessly) shoot one of the king’s deer,* a serious crime at the

               time. The vicious Sheriff of Nottingham heard the news and placed a bounty of two

              hundred pounds on Robin’s head! Robin fled to Sherwood Forest and thus began his

   life as an outlaw.

         *At this time in this part of the world,

        all the wild deer in the kingdom were

     said to belong to the king.
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     Robin lay hidden in Sherwood

      Forest for one year. In that

    time there gathered around

     him many others like himself,

     outlaws who had come to

    Sherwood Forest to escape

     wrong or oppression. Some had

      shot the king’s deer when they

      could get no other food; some

     had been thrown from their

      farms so the land might be

      added to the king’s lands; and

       some had been cheated by a rich

    baron or powerful esquire.

 

   These self-proclaimed merry

     men suffered neither care nor

      want, passing the time in games

    of archery and good-natured

     battles. They were outlaws, yet

      they were beloved by the people,

       for no one ever came to them

        for help in a time of need and

      went away with an empty fist.

       Many a time and in many a

     clever manner did they relieve

     riches from those with too

      much and share it among those

      with too little. Before long this

     band of brothers chose Robin

      as their leader, for none were

    as adventurous, generous, and

      infected with a love of good

   mischief as Robin Hood.
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